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LETTER FROM THE
PRESIDENT & CEO

--- 'f0WH'0

WHAT GOES INTO YOUR HEALTH

inspires us to act on our knowledge that good health is best
achieved through a multitude of efforts:

-0

Every three years for nearly a decade now, we’ve conducted
community health needs assessments. We survey elected
offcials, prominent citizens, educators, local public health
departments, health services leaders and community group
directors about our citizens’ health, asking: What are you hearing,
seeing and experiencing at your job and in your neighborhood?
What needs to be fxed -- and who needs help?

Howard P. Kern
President & CEO
Sentara Healthcare

A quote often attributed to John Wesley, an 18th-century minister,

“Do all the good you can,
By all the means you can,
In all the ways you can,
In all the places you can,
At all the times you can,
To all the people you can,
As long as ever you can.”

We embrace this process in each of our communities because

Here, in this Community Beneft Report, we’re highlighting “The

it’s essential that we identify the challenges our neighbors face

Good” that we aimed to accomplish through our community

beyond what a physical exam or a medical test can tell us. You

outreach, partnerships and sponsorships in the areas of chronic

can see in the “What Goes Into Your Health” illustration on

disease, behavioral health and healthy lifestyles – all in hopes of

the next page how many social determinants matter beyond

improving every factor that contributes to your health.

40%

SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS
Education

Job Status

Income

Community Safety

Family / Social Support

10%

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

30%

HEALTH BEHAVIORS

20%

Tobacco Use

Diet & Exercise

Alcohol Use

Sexual Activity

HEALTHCARE

traditional healthcare. While health services account for 20
percent of an individual’s health, socioeconomic factors equate
to 40 percent and health behaviors 30 percent. Our challenge
is clear: As healthcare providers, we can only make so much
impact inside our hospital walls and medical offces. It’s outside,
in the community, that our actions speak loudest -- and where

In good health,

Source: Institute for Clinical Systems Improvements, Going Beyond Clinical Walls:
Solving Complex Problems (October 2014)

Howard P. Kern
President & CEO
Sentara Healthcare

we need to continue investing resources and time to realize our
mission of improving health every day.
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SENTARA HEALTHCARE AT A GLANCE

HOME CARE & HOSPICE
Available in Virginia and
Northeastern North Carolina.

8lli l l !lMISSION
OUR

OUR VISION

OUR VALUES

We improve health
every day.

To be the healthcare
choice of the
communities we serve.

People, quality, safety,
service and integrity.

~
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Assisted Living Centers and PACE
locations throughout Hampton Roads
with Rehabilitation and Nursing Centers
in Hampton Roads, Northeastern North
Carolina and South Boston.

~

DODD


~

REHABILITATION, NURSING,
ASSISTED LIVING AND
PACE CENTERS

ADVANCED IMAGING AND
DIAGNOSTIC CENTERS



Located across Hampton Roads,
Northern Virginia, Charlottesville,
South Boston, Harrisonburg and
Northeastern North Carolina.

SENTARA•

8,000

Nearly 28,000 team members

300+

300+ sites of care

1

12 hospitals, including a
Level 1 trauma center

6

OUTPATIENT CARE CENTERS
Convenient locations across Hampton
Roads, Northern Virginia, Charlottesville
and Northeastern North Carolina.

6 regions of care:
Hampton Roads, VA
Charlottesville, VA

500,000+

500,000+ Optima Health members in
Virginia and North Carolina

3
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4

4 medical groups with more
than 1,000 physicians and
advanced practice clinicians

Harrisonburg, VA
South Boston/Halifax, VA
Northern Virginia
Northeastern North Carolina

SENTARA COLLEGE OF
HEALTH SCIENCES
Offering a variety of programs including
Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree,
Associate degree in Cardiovascular
Technology, Associate degree in Surgical
Technology and certifcate courses.

MEDICAL TRANSPORT
Air and ground medical transport
with Nightingale Regional Air
Ambulance and other vehicles.
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CHARITY CARE 017 AND
FINANCIAL IMPACT
As a not-for-proft company, Sentara has an important obligation
to the communities and patients it serves. Our mission – and
our beliefs – compel us to provide care to anyone who walks
through our doors, regardless of their ability to pay. This mission
drives the decisions we make and the services we offer as an

Cr~~
c!l

organization. It’s ingrained in everything we do.
The dollar value of our community benefts includes
uncompensated patient care, the teaching and training of

~

SENTARA•

healthcare professionals, community health and prevention
screenings, and other programs.

An equivalent of 66 patients per day seek
care at Sentara hospitals with no ability to
pay for services.

The value of Sentara’s 2017 indigent care and
medical education exceeded provider-side
theoretical taxes by $153 million.

$3 5,197,000
+
$18,341,000
+
$ 1,418,000
=
$364,956,000
in uncompensated patient care costs

in incurred costs for community beneft programs

in unfunded costs of teaching programs

in total community benefts and charity care provided

5
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Community Health Worker Gina Sprouse
assisted former hospital patient Carl Foltz,
who has heart failure, by securing medical
equipment to monitor his vitals at home.

CONTINUUM CASE
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
EDUCATES AND MONITORS
CHRONICALLY ILL PATIENTS
AT HOME

CHRONICALLY ILL

CONTINUUM CASE
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
EDUCATES AND MONITORS
CHRONICALLY ILL PATIENTS
AT HOME
RMH FOUNDATION
After designing the Continuum Case Management program
for chronically ill patients recently discharged from the hospital,
our Sentara RMH Medical Center nurses turned to the RMH
Foundation for help.

Their concern? The program was successful.
Through Continuum Case Management, nurses educate patients
on how to care for themselves at home and visit them to ensure
they are doing well. Our former hospital patients welcome the
nurses’ caring advice and accept them into their homes willingly,
to the point where the three nurses assigned to Continuum Case
Management were nearly overworked in the early days. Extra

The CHWs work in tandem with the nurses and their patients.
The trusted community members have special knowledge of
local and hospital resources for medical and social concerns.
Whether a patient needs assistance applying for Medicare Part
D prescription coverage or food stamps or housing vouchers, the
CHWs are a guiding light.
The Foundation’s donations not only covered the CHWs’ salaries
for 2016 and 2017, but also additional expenses of former hospital
patients, such as:
• Medications
• Transportation services
• Telehealth monitors
• Telehealth scales

“With the help of Laura and Gina I was able to
start doing the things I needed to do to stay out
of the hospital and take care of myself. I learned
about my medications and the food that was
good for me. I weigh myself and take my blood
pressure every day. I can manage my health
now.”

support was needed.
Learning of the strong demand, the RMH Foundation funded
new community health workers (CHWs) with a $253,000 grant.

9
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Carl Foltz
Harrisonburg Resident
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HEART DISEASE

HEARTSAFE ALLIANCE
PROMOTES HEART ATTACK
SURVIVAL TACTICS
SENTARA WILLIAMSBURG REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
The words “HEARTSafe Alliance” aren’t heard often in Virginia.
In fact, only fve communities of thousands have earned the
designation that is awarded by the nationwide HEARTSafe
organization. The Williamsburg area was the frst in Hampton
Roads to do so.
~

SENTARA•

The Williamsburg HEARTSafe group is far-reaching and includes
our SWRMC, as well as James City County, Greater Williamsburg

The HEARTSafe organization considers these factors in awarding

2016, Andrew’s mother received a call from the school nurse

the honor:

stating that he had passed out.

• General: Is there an organization tasked with pursuing
improved cardiac arrest survival?
• Early recognition and activation: Is there a campaign to

performed CPR and continued to do so until a school deputy
arrived with an AED machine, reviving Andrew. By the time his

encourage bystander intervention?

mother arrived, Andrew was sitting up and fretting only about

• Early CPR: Is a certain portion of the population certifed in
CPR, or are a certain number of CPR classes being regularly

his torn clothes. Later, he received a heart transplant and is now
doing well.

Sentara Williamsburg Regional Medical Center
Williamsburg, VA : 145 beds

held? Are there requirements that certain persons, such
as teachers, sport or ftness instructors, or applicants for a
driver’s license, be trained in CPR?
• Early defbrillation: Are AEDs available in public areas,
such as malls, sporting arenas, schools, municipal buildings

Williamsburg and The College of William & Mary, Riverside Health

and airports? Are all public safety and frst responder units

System and other dedicated members. Our community health

equipped with defbrillators and encouraged to provide early

needs assessment, which showed heart health as this area’s top

intervention?
• Supportive cardiac preventive care: Will the program
involve secondary public health measures supporting

We earned HEARTSafe designation by promoting
a heart-healthy lifestyle and strengthening
support for those experiencing a cardiac event.

designation, school personnel were ready. Andrew’s teacher

increase public awareness of sudden cardiac arrest and

Chamber and Tourism Alliance, Peninsula EMS Council, City of

concern, was the driving force behind the collaborative.

As part of the community preparation for HEARTSafe

Why is the HEARTSafe Alliance important?
Heart disease and stroke are among the
leading causes of death in Virginia.
70% of cardiac arrests happen in homes, and,
unfortunately, only about 46% of the cases get the
immediate help that they need before professional
help arrives.

cardiovascular wellness, such as education, prevention and

The chance of surviving a cardiac event decreases by

systems of care for stroke or myocardial infarction?

10% for every minute that passes without CPR being
administered.

HEARTSAFE IN ACTION
All ages can beneft from the promotion of heart health. Andrew,
a student at Grafton High School, knows this all too well. In late
11
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President of Sentara Williamsburg Regional Medical Center and HEARTSafe Alliance co-chair
David Masterson (far right) joins Adria Vanhoozier, fellow co-chair and administrator for Riverside
Doctors’ Hospital; Ryan Ashe, fre chief of James City County; Stephen Kopczynski, fre chief of
York County and Pat Dent, fre chief of Williamsburg, in receiving the HEARTSafe designation.
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When working women can’t
come to us, we go to them.

USDO 00877427

BREAST CANCER

MOBILE MAMMOGRAPHY
PROGRAM SCREENS
PATIENTS FOR BREAST
CANCER ON THE JOB

•

~
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MOBILE MAMMOGRAPHY
PROGRAM SCREENS
PATIENTS FOR BREAST
CANCER ON THE JOB

Our mobile mammography van, fully equipped with machines

SENTARA RMH MEDICAL CENTER

not have enough money in their paycheck for each bill due

of the same caliber as those in our medical centers, now travels
to factories with a high percentage of women who are often
working full time and raising families dependent on their income.
The hardworking women struggle with a fnancial and health
dilemma: Take off a few hours, check on their health – and maybe
that week. With their employer’s blessing, factory workers no

Sentara RMH Medical Center Mammography Van and
Factory Partnership
Covers a 50 miles-plus region.

longer need to clock out to prioritize their health.
The participating employers coordinate with Sentara RMH
Medical Center, scheduling workers from all shifts, day and night,
for mammograms in such a way that the women can leave their

Schedules screenings during three factory shifts,

production line for a few minutes and rejoin their shift without

4 a.m. to 10 p.m.

interruption. No pay loss for the employee, and no production
downtime for the employer.

Minimizes lost work time to 25 minutes.
Provides free mammograms funded by the RMH
Foundation for women without insurance.

Sentara RMH Medical Center’s last community health needs
assessment made one thing clear: Our breast health staffers
needed to hit the road. Not doing so leaves women working in
poultry plants and agriculture and manufacturing factories in the
dark about their breast health.

13
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Sentara RMH Medical Center
Harrisonburg, VA : 238 beds
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DIABETES

DIABETES AWARENESS
EVENT HELPS PREVENT
AND MANAGE COMMUNITY
MEMBERS’ DIABETES

DIABETES AWARENESS
EVENT HELPS PREVENT
AND MANAGE COMMUNITY
MEMBERS’ DIABETES
SENTARA MEDICAL GROUP
Three patients will never know the impact they had on
hundreds, but their legacy still grows: When one of our Sentara
Medical Group staffers met these individuals, who were newly
diagnosed with diabetes one after the other in a short time, she
brainstormed the Diabetes Awareness Event.

Program for Reversing Heart Disease, St. Gregory Catholic School
and another area health system – jumped in, offering experts and
donating health screenings and space.
Not surprisingly, cute kids and chefs have since won the most
hearts at our annual Diabetes Awareness Event:
• The Girl Scouts load up on sugar – placed in bags and tacked
to a display board. No sweet treats for attendees, only eye
candy that illustrates just how much sugar weighs down
popular drinks.
• Celebrity Chef Tiffany Derry, a popular contestant on the TV
show Top Chef, shunned sweetness as well, demonstrating
instead how to easily and quickly prepare healthy meals.

The hope behind the day: Turn diabetic worriers into well-

These favorites and others have led to the event’s growth each

informed, well-prepared health warriors.

year, with more than 200 people participating.

Information about eating, exercising and
managing medical care effectively -- presented
in a fun, relaxed environment – can make such a
change possible, and so a team got to work.
Community partners – the Girl Scouts, YMCA, Eastern Virginia
Medical School, Sentara Virginia Beach General Hospital, National
Diabetes Association, National Kidney Foundation, Virginia
Department of Health, Virginia Eye Consultants, the Lions Club,
Optima Health, Sentara Princess Anne Hospital’s Dean Ornish

15
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DIABETES

COMMUNITY COALITION
AIMS TO IMPROVE
SCREENING AND FOLLOW-UP
SERVICES FOR
DIABETIC PATIENTS

in the Suffolk area. And the prayer: That those people were

SENTARA OBICI HOSPITAL

change-makers meeting quarterly and progressing from planning

motivated to work hand-in-hand to do something about it.
Hope rose as emails with “yes” responses to a meeting
invitation poured in. Fellow community leaders knew that only

Sentara Healthcare

action could counter concern.

Sentara Obici Hospital

The invitation, sent two years ago, grew into more than a dozen
stage to action plan.

Sentara founding members of the Western Tidewater Diabetes
Coalition are not joking when we say we started with two things:
A dream and a prayer. The dream: that others shared our concern
~

SENTARA•

when a community health needs assessment conducted by
Sentara Obici Hospital showed diabetes as a chief challenge

Among our Coalition’s objectives:

Sentara BelleHarbour
Sentara Medical Group
Sentara Quality Care Network
Sentara Home Care Services
Saber Health Autumn Care of Suffolk
Johnson and Johnson Healthcare Services Inc.

• Expand diabetes screening locations throughout the Suffolk
area to make them more accessible.
• Capture metrics in several areas, such as the number of sites

Virginia Department of Health
Western Tidewater Free Clinic
Southeastern Virginia Health System

that perform diabetes screening; the number of patients

American Diabetes Association

screened; the percentage of patients that follow up with
physicians after being screened; and the number of visits to

Eastern Virginia Medical School Division of Endocrine and
Metabolic Disorders

our website, WesternTidewaterDiabetesCoalition.org.

Virginia Eye Consultants

• Standardize screenings, patient education, referral
information, and follow-up.
• Explore partnerships with schools to further educate students
on healthy lifestyles.
Sentara Obici Hospital
Suffolk, VA : 176 beds

Western Tidewater Diabetes Coalition Participants

Suffolk Family YMCA
Obici Healthcare Foundation
Optima Health
Bayview Physicians Division of Endocrinology
Healthy Suffolk

• Develop a directory of resources.
Our ultimate goal is to screen every person in the Suffolk area for
diabetes by 2020.

17
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When Arthella Deberry (left) was discharged from a
skilled nursing facility and needed a ramp installed to
ensure safe and easy access in and out of her home,
Optima Health Community Care was able to assist. Also
pictured (right), Juanita Painter, personal care aide.

PHYSICAL AND BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

COMMUNITY CARE HELPS
LOWER BARRIERS TO
PHYSICAL AND MENTAL
HEALTH FOR OLDER
VIRGINIANS AND THOSE
WITH DISABILITIES
OPTIMA HEALTH

A patient and his family’s goals are paramount. For example,

The Need for Optima Health Community Care
Before the state-directed initiative began in 2017,
approximately 30% of Medicaid recipients were
chronically ill, disabled or older, but their care averaged
70% of the annual Medicaid budget. Virginia leaders
believe the care investment can now be better tracked
and contained through entities such as Optima.

Working with the public in healthcare can present an opportunity
In 2017, the Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services
recognized our deep dedication to multi-faceted care and
A safety net is often thought of as a catchall placed below a

contracted us to be one of the statewide providers for the

person taking a big, one-time risk, while a security blanket offers

Commonwealth’s frst-ever Medicaid-managed long-term services

a different kind of comfort – being softer, possibly held by many

and supports program.

hands and gently wrapped around someone who might just
sometimes fnd everyday living an effort.

needs already met, yet wish for more ease in driving to doctor
appointments with him. With Optima Health Community Care,
they could qualify for a vehicle waiver to cover the cost of
altering their car for a more comfortable ride. Or a patient in a
nursing home may be well enough to move back home with
her family, if only maneuvering in and out of the house were
possible. Optima Health Community Care could provide the
funds to build a wheelchair ramp in such a case.

In all cases, we take a long view.

for many organizations: Look for a way to be a safety net or
consider being a security blanket.

parents of a son with a disability may have all of his medical

We anticipate this approach will be especially helpful in
treating drug abuse. Instead of merely offering a temporary
recovery bed in a hospital to someone who overdoses, and
then releasing him afterward without follow-up, we can refer
the patient to the Addiction and Recovery Treatment Services

Through the support program, which we call Optima Health

(ARTS) program. Medicaid recipients didn’t previously have this

Community Care, we guide Virginians with chronic illness,

option before April 2017.

When working with the most vulnerable people in our

disability or advanced age to health and support services. We

communities, we at Optima Health, the health plan of Sentara,

use person-centered, comprehensive care coordination that

have always strived to be a comforting blanket of sorts, all-

addresses an individual’s physical health, behavioral health and

encompassing in identifying needs and offering a sense of

long-term care needs. Through a personalized model of care, we

security by meeting them.

direct a range of services from wellness and prevention to home
health and nursing care services.

19
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BEHAVIORAL
HEALTH
_
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Sentara executives participate and often
present at the annual Eastern Virginia Medical
School Mental Health Summit. Throughout the
year, they guide subcommittees to develop
ideas from the summit into solutions.

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

SENTARA LEADERS WORK
TO IMPROVE BEHAVIORAL
HEALTH SERVICES
THROUGHOUT OUR
COMMUNITIES

subcommittees addresses the most helpful ways to support

offered recommendations in fve areas: system structure and

mentally ill individuals in southeast Virginia. Two of our chief

governance; system fnancing; criminal justice; prevention

concerns in 2017 were identifying gaps in the behavioral

and wellness; and crisis and acute care.

health continuum of care and building the services to
close them.
• Our leaders serve as anchor committee members on the

populations; improve tele-mental health access; develop a
statewide mental health public education campaign; and

SENTARA NORFOLK GENERAL HOSPITAL

of Health-led effort that links key providers and decision

improve access to services for those being released

makers together to share resources and discuss areas of

from prison.

As one of the country’s most recognized and honored health

improvement.
• Working through the Hampton Roads Collaborative in

• Another of our executives served on the Transition Policy
Council on Opioid and Substance Abuse committee for

are change leaders looking for long-term solutions to our

conjunction with the Chas Foundation, a Hampton Roads

Governor Northam, and a handful of leaders statewide sit on

most pressing community challenges. We believe that few

nonproft organization that supports mentally ill individuals,

the Virginia Hospital and Healthcare Association Behavioral

areas of community health present as many opportunities for

we have compiled lists and databases of resources available

Health Committee. On a monthly basis, they exchange ideas

improvement as behavioral health. Coordinated through leaders

to assist those struggling, especially in Virginia Beach.

to build collaborations that prevent mental health crises and

at both Sentara Healthcare and Sentara Norfolk General Hospital,
our behavioral health outreach is extensive:
• Sentara Healthcare leaders participate annually in the
Eastern Virginia Medical School Mental Health Summit,
often hosting and presenting about our health system’s
progress supporting community members with mental health
concerns. Joining leaders from other health systems and
behavioral health services organizations, we prioritize our
communities’ needs at the summit and commit to meeting
in smaller groups throughout the year. Our ongoing work on

• We advise the Deeds’ Commission, founded by state Senator

relapses requiring emergency intervention and hospital care.

Creigh Deeds, whose son couldn’t access mental health
services when desperately needed. Also known as the
Joint Subcommittee to Study Mental Health Services in the
Commonwealth in the 21st Century, the commission turns
to us for insight and solutions to a variety of care obstacles,
including ones in the criminal system, state hospitals,
emergency services and Community Services Boards.
• One of our executives chaired then Governor-elect Ralph
Northam’s Policy Council on Mental Health, a group that
prepared a report for the governor before he took offce. They

|

to develop a strategy to increase bed capacity for special

Hampton Roads Opioid Task Force, a Virginia Department

systems, Sentara Healthcare attracts team members who

23

• Among their suggestions: Work with mental health partners

Sentara Norfolk General Hospital
Norfolk, VA : 525 beds
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OPIOIDS

SENTARA WORKS WITH
POLICE OFFICERS TO TREAT
OPIOID OVERDOSES AND
DECREASE THE AMOUNT
OF NARCOTICS IN THE
COMMUNITY

of them receiving Naloxone funded by Sentara CarePlex Hospital.

REVIVE Success
296 opioid overdoses
233 free, anti-opioid Naloxone doses administered

~

SENTARA"

emergency department reached out to Hampton police. The force
behind their phone call: Devastating opioid overdoses in the city.
If only the individuals who overdosed could be treated more
quickly, before they reached an emergency department, their

At Sentara CarePlex Hospital, we extend our commitment to
decreasing drug use and overdoses through additional programs,
including anti-drug presentations at faith-based groups, schools
and community centers and regular drug take-back collections.

197 lives saved

At various locations on the Peninsula, our dedicated Sentara
CarePlex Hospital employees work with local police and federal
Drug Enforcement Administration agents to collect unwanted

SENTARA CAREPLEX HOSPITAL
A few years ago, our employees in the Sentara CarePlex Hospital

Of that group, 197 people survived.

Sentara CarePlex Hospital has trained
approximately 200 Hampton Police
offcers in how to administer Naloxone,
an opioid overdose reversal drug.

outcomes might be greatly improved. Would the police be willing
to take on a new role to help?

drugs from community members, who can remain anonymous.
In a three- to four-hour period, the collections often yield a van
flled with drugs that are later properly disposed of.

Hoping for a positive response, two of our Sentara CarePlex
Hospital team members and two Hampton Fire Department
medics took it upon themselves to become trainers in how to
administer Naloxone, a reversal agent for opioid overdoses. With
help from the Virginia Department of Behavioral Health and
its REVIVE program, they mastered the intranasal application

“Having Hampton police offcers trained in the
REVIVE program and having the ability to carry
Narcan allows us to better serve the community
and save lives.”
Captain Jason Price

of the antidote and later taught Hampton Police street offcers

Wythe Sector Commander

how to do the same. Today, our Sentara CarePlex Hospital team

Hampton Police

members continue to demonstrate the process for new offcers
and to supply the police department with Naloxone at no cost.

Sentara CarePlex Hospital
Hampton, VA : 224 beds

25
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The Hampton Police have gratefully tracked the results: Since
2016, they have assisted 296 people who overdosed, with 233
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OPIOIDS

TEAM MEMBERS
COMMUNICATE OPIOID
PRESCRIBING STANDARDS
TO PREVENT ABUSE AND
ADDICTION

TEAM MEMBERS
COMMUNICATE OPIOID
PRESCRIBING STANDARDS
TO PREVENT ABUSE
AND ADDICTION

The Opioid Crisis
Since 2007, fatal prescription opioid overdoses have
been the leading category of drugs causing or
contributing to death in Virginia.
Opioids account for more than 7,000 emergency room

SENTARA LEIGH HOSPITAL

visits per year.

Our patients sometimes approach us with worries when it comes

In 2016, there were 1,138 deaths in Virginia from

to pain control. They’ve heard in the news that narcotic abuse is a

opioid overdoses. 41% of the deaths were from

serious problem, and they do not want to be mistaken as a person

prescription opioids.

with an addiction. We wish to avoid such miscommunications and
take steps to put everyone at ease.
One of our frst efforts developed in our emergency departments,
in conjunction with other area health systems. Through a brochure,

Sources: Virginia Department of Health, Annual Emergency Department
Visits for Overdose by Opioid, Unspecifed Substance and Heroin
among Virginia Residents
Oxford Academic, Societal Costs of Prescription Opioid Abuse,
Dependence, and Misuse in the United States

we defned in what circumstances it is safe for us to offer opioids
and for what conditions it is not. Our communication deterred
some individuals from demanding opioids for non-pain reasons.
In 2017, one of our hospitalists and nurse executives developed a
similar pamphlet for inpatients. On occasion, our physicians receive
requests from patients complaining of pain and seeking opioids. We
again wanted a means of communicating with patients that we will
gladly continue any quality pain management started prior to their
hospital visit, with us taking a lead in storing and dispensing the
The team at Sentara Leigh Hospital is taking measures to
educate patients and family members about opioid use for
pain management. Left to right: David Blais, M.D., hospitalist,
Sentara Medical Group; Kemi Olatunji, manager, Pharmacy,
Sentara Leigh Hospital; Stephanie Jackson, R.N., director,
nursing
27 | administration, Sentara Leigh Hospital.

needed medicine. We will also respectfully decline to increase or
initiate certain opioid requests in most cases on our medical units;
surgical patients, who can experience more discomfort, may be
evaluated through different standards.

Sentara Leigh Hospital
Norfolk, VA : 250 beds
Sentara Healthcare Community Beneft Report | 28
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EMPLOYMENT

SENTARA SUPPORTS
COMMUNITY PROGRAM
THAT EASES CHALLENGES
BLOCKING EMPLOYMENT

Sentara Martha Jefferson Hospital was impressed with the

Jefferson Hospital Foundation. “We can also get these individuals

program from the beginning and knew it could lend a hand,

into employment pathways within the hospital to grow their

especially when Piedmont Virginia Community College (PVCC)

careers and support that through scholarship support as well.”

MARTHA JEFFERSON HOSPITAL FOUNDATION
According to the Charlottesville Chamber of Commerce, 17

became a key partner through their community self-suffciency
programs. PVCC and the hospital have teamed together in the

This time, the Martha Jefferson Hospital Foundation raised

past to bolster nurse education; in 2017, they partnered again

$300,000 for approximately 30 students to enter certifcation

in health services education. That’s when the Martha Jefferson

training programs each year for the next three years. Students

Hospital Foundation got involved and began sharing this vision

will train for vital support positions:

with community donors who immediately got engaged.

percent of city and nearby county residents do not make
enough to pay for food, housing, clothing, utilities, childcare

~
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The app Network 2 Work engages and
inspires those who are under-employed to
sign up for the Charlottesville Works Initiative,
a training and support program funded by the
Martha Jefferson Hospital Foundation.

“With the success we have had with our donors’ nursing

and transportation. Life is not paycheck to paycheck for these

education support, this was a natural investment in our

individuals and their families, but day to day. Five years ago, the

community through economic development into good jobs with

Charlottesville Works Initiative was founded for the residents

the hospital,” said Ray Mishler, vice president for the Martha

• Nursing care partners
• Safety partners
• Emergency Department techs
• Central Sterile Processing techs
• Surgical techs

facing such uncertainty.

• Medical assistants
The Initiative’s directive: Link participants to wraparound
services – mental health counseling, transportation alternatives,

Martha Jefferson Hospital Foundation

emergency food -- and skills training. Identify participants through
employers, community ambassadors and anyone accessing

Three-year commitment to the Charlottesville

Network 2 Work, an app developed to engage potential

Works Initiative

participants. Ultimately, everyone committing to the Initiative
should secure well-paying positions and become self-suffcient.

$300,000 invested
30 individuals enrolled in healthcare certifcation
training annually

“We hope to one day welcome Charlottesville
Works Initiative trainees as new employees at
Sentara Martha Jefferson Hospital and in our
medical practices, or in a few cases, to celebrate
their promotions as they are already employed
with us.”
Ray Mishler
Vice President
Martha Jefferson Hospital Foundation
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CHILDHOOD HUNGER

SENTARA PARTICIPATES IN
STATEWIDE PROGRAM TO
END CHILDHOOD HUNGER IN
VIRGINIA

SENTARA PARTICIPATES IN
STATEWIDE PROGRAM TO
END CHILDHOOD HUNGER
IN VIRGINIA
SENTARA FOUNDATION – HAMPTON ROADS
With a $150,000 sponsorship in 2017, the Sentara Foundation –
Hampton Roads boosted Share Our Strength’s No Kid Hungry
Virginia campaign.

• Adding to the number of days that meals are distributed at
select schools
• Following statewide guidelines once developed for recruiting
mid-need schools
• Implementing programs to feed children outside of schools in
rural areas
• Planning and reviewing with Hampton summer
meal sponsors
• Building a breakfast champion network with 10 key
champions who will promote No Kid Hungry
• Gathering regional leaders who will engage elected offcials

The program aims to end childhood hunger
across the Commonwealth by increasing
access to already existing federal nutrition
programs for school breakfasts, summer meals
and after-school meals.

in No Kid Hungry programs
Our new Share Our Strength No Kid Hungry associate will
ensure that meals are available and accessible to the children
of Hampton Roads – and better effciency will equal more flled
tummies and healthier children.

The Foundation’s funding provides support for promoting No
Kid Hungry and hiring a southeast Virginia program associate.
The new associate is tasked with:
• Introducing new meal-delivery models at high-needs
schools in Hampton Roads
• Increasing participation at high-need schools
• Recruiting new school divisions to participate in distributing
free meals
33
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Board-certifed psychiatrist Dr. Kimberly
Sanders, pictured with her daughter,
has often spoken about post-partum
depression to new moms at Moms’
Meetup for Women of Color, coordinated
by Sisters Keepers Collective.

SISTERS KEEPERS
COLLECTIVE AIMS TO LOWER
THE INFANT MORTALITY
RATE AND PREGNANCYRELATED DEATHS AMONG
AFRICAN-AMERICAN
WOMEN

INFANT MORTALITY RATE
With grant funding from Sentara coordinated through the

SISTERS KEEPERS COLLECTIVE
AIMS TO LOWER THE
INFANT MORTALITY RATE
AND PREGNANCY-RELATED
DEATHS AMONG AFRICANAMERICAN WOMEN
SENTARA MARTHA JEFFERSON HOSPITAL

Charlottesville Area Community Foundation, Sisters Keepers began
pairing black pregnant women with a doula, a trained pregnancy
expert, free of charge. The doula can guide moms-to-be through
pregnancy, accompanying them to doctors’ appointments, working
on birthing plans and suggesting healthy lifestyle choices. Doulas
often bring about better outcomes, as the pregnant women have
greater continuity of care, a sense of empowerment and stronger
bonds with babies.

KEEPING THE RELATIONSHIP STRONG
Once a Charlottesville mom gives birth, she can keep building her

A 2016 report about the Thomas Jefferson Health District in and

collaboration with Sisters Keepers by attending their Moms’ Meetup

near Charlottesville noted that African-American moms are more

for Women of Color monthly meetings. Our Sentara staffers

likely to die from pregnancy-related causes than white women in

sometimes speak at the meetings, and our grant funding through

Virginia -- and that infant mortality is higher for African-American

the Charlottesville Area Community Foundation covers the meals

babies.

served. Experts offer advice on everything from fnances to child
rearing, and the women build camaraderie during a time in their

The authors of the report set goals in light of the imbalance:

lives that can be isolating and overwhelming.

• Reduce the number of babies born at a low birth weight (less
than fve pounds, eight ounces)
• Lower the number of preterm births
• Improve prenatal care
Sentara Martha Jefferson Hospital leaders teamed with
Charlottesville’s Sisters Keepers Collective to work toward these
goals and counsel a greater number of pregnant women, especially
those who may have selected non-Sentara OB/GYNs or none at all.
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Sentara Martha Jefferson Hospital
Charlottesville, VA : 176 beds
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EDUCATION AND HEALTH SCREENINGS

MALL WALKERS PROGRAM
ENCOURAGES REGULAR
EXERCISE AND PROMOTES
HEALTHY LIVING THROUGH
EDUCATION AND HEALTH
SCREENINGS
SENTARA NORTHERN VIRGINIA MEDICAL CENTER

~

SENTARA•

expensive gym. Potomac Mills Milers Club sponsored by Sentara
OrthoJoint Center® at Sentara Northern Virginia Medical Center,
active since 1985, is probably among the original groups to form
and continue to meet.
00
Approximately
66 people walk daily with thousands more

(ff'H'

registered
in the program co-sponsored with Potomac Mills
~
Mall,~the Prince William Chapter of American Red Cross and the

~
American
Heart Association.

“My son, Zack, and I joined the mall walkers two
years ago. He is autistic and doesn’t get out to
exercise much, so I thought this would be a good
physical activity for us. We walk every Friday,
Saturday and Sunday for 40 minutes and cover
about two miles. Zack has benefted by losing
more than 50 pounds, and we get a chance to get
out of the house together.”

Potomac Mills Milers Club sponsored by
Sentara OrthoJoint Cetner® at Sentara
Northern Virginia Medical Center

Timothy Russell
Woodbridge Resident

~

1
(£

Twice a month, one of our experts from Sentara Northern Virginia

Even though we’re technically in the warm South, the weather

Medical Center sponsors a community education presentation

turns cold way too often. Walking in a mall for exercise has long

and offers a health screening with referrals to follow-up care

been a trick of those not wanting to freeze outside or to join an

when needed.

017 Community Education Health Topics
Heart disease 31 attendees
Screening for cardiac disease 35 attendees
Colon/digestive health 26 attendees

017 Blood Pressure Screenings
Home care options 36 attendees
12 screening events
Stroke 50 attendees
239 people screened
Cancer screenings 38 attendees
A community nurse follow ups with walkers
showing high or low screening results. Each walker
Sentara Northern Virginia Medical Center
Woodbridge, VA : 183 beds
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has a card to track blood pressure screenings, and a
separate card to track distance walked.

Surgical advances in robotics 39 attendees
Pre-diabetes 45 attendees
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After more than a year of work by Sentara Halifax Regional
Hospital team members who wanted to encourage healthy
eating habits, the Healthy Harvest Community Garden was
planted thanks to many volunteers. Board members gathered
to celebrate their frst crops: William McCaleb, Virginia
Cooperative Extension; Agnes Gregory, Southern Virginia
Botanical Gardens; Maria Traynham, Virginia Cooperative
Extension; Freda Williams, Virginia Department of Health;
and Carol Nelson, Southern Virginia Botanical Gardens and
Healthy Harvest Community Garden Board Chair.

COMMUNITY GARDEN
PROVIDES FRESH
VEGETABLES TO
UNDERPRIVILEGED FAMILIES
IN HOPES OF CURBING
HEART DISEASE AND
DIABETES

ACCESS TO FOOD SOURCES

COMMUNITY GARDEN
PROVIDES FRESH VEGETABLES
TO UNDERPRIVILEGED
FAMILIES IN HOPES OF
CURBING HEART DISEASE
AND DIABETES

Approximately 20 volunteers and 10 local high school interns,

SENTARA HALIFAX REGIONAL HOSPITAL

supplied with cucumbers, beans, tomatoes and more in the

who are working 75 hours each during the summer and will earn
college scholarships doing so, track the crops’ progress.
If results are similar to other community gardens, the Healthy
Harvest Community Garden should yield 6,000 pounds of
produce its frst summer. At least 80 low-income residents – who
live in what the health department calls “food deserts” with
little access to grocery stores selling fresh vegetables -- will be
coming months. The vegetables will be available through Virginia

Our executives at Sentara Halifax Regional Hospital read our most

Cooperative Extension cooking classes and the Serving Hope

recent community health needs assessment with hesitation: Two

Food Pantry.

of the top health issues identifed as affecting the Halifax County
and South Boston communities -- heart disease and diabetes -- are
largely diet-driven conditions.
What could they do that they hadn’t already tried to promote healthy
eating habits? Three leaders brainstormed and agreed on a literally
“fresh” approach -- a community garden flled with vegetables.
After researching community gardens throughout Virginia, gathering
support and sponsors, and applying for a grant from the Virginia
Department of Health, the leaders, with assistance from dozens
of others, planted the seeds for the Healthy Harvest Community
Garden. The frst round of crops started to grow in June 2018 in the
half-acre garden located in Edmunds Park in Halifax.
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Sentara Halifax Regional Hospital
South Boston, VA : 192 beds
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ACCESS TO CARE

COMMUNITY CARE CLINIC
PROVIDES FREE AND
LOW-COST HEALTHCARE
FOR THOSE IN NEED AND
CONNECTS THEM TO
ADDITIONAL SERVICES
DD

m

The staff also accompanied the patient to outside doctor

Community Care Clinic by the Numbers
$300,000 and IT and building maintenance
services. Financial and service support provided by
Sentara Albemarle Medical Center annually

~
~

~

SENTARA•

93 clinic and physician volunteers

SENTARA ALBEMARLE MEDICAL CENTER

2,002 volunteer hours provided to our patients

The staff and volunteers at the Community Care Clinic in

15,551 primary, specialty and diagnostic care visits

Elizabeth City, NC never know what a day will bring – or the life-

provided

altering actions they will take. Just one patient’s story shows the
impact their collaborative work makes.
A 55-year-old patient walked into the clinic and said she needed
help. She was upset and not speaking clearly, so the staff
arranged an appointment with a psychiatrist.
It was obvious she was so overwhelmed that she couldn’t
coordinate transportation to follow-up appointments. The clinic
staff jumped in and called the Inter-County Public Transportation

23,883 30-day prescription medications provided at a
total value of $6,434,488

appointments, to service agencies and to stores. The list of what
the clinic helped this one patient accomplish in four
months includes:
• She was approved for Social Security and was then able to
qualify for public housing and Medicaid.
• She became insured.
• She received ongoing counseling and medication for her
mental illness.

Sentara Albemarle Medical Center
Elizabeth City, NC : 182 beds

• She received groceries after applying for Food and
Nutrition Services.
• She received a telephone and fnally talked to her children.
• She was granted permission to ride public transportation
for free.

$14,080,491 in medical care provided
$3,504,638 estimated hospital costs avoided

It was only after months of working with the clinic that the
patient mentioned her throat hurt. A staff member saw that
her lymph nodes and tonsils were enlarged, and after a series

$1 = $15.84 return on investment. For every $1

of referrals and tests, the news came that the patient had a

spent, $15.84 in healthcare services were provided.

malignant mass on her tonsils. Radiation and surgery were
quickly arranged, and the woman is doing well.

Authority, who worked with the patient.
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Supported, in part, by funding from Sentara Albemarle Medical Center, the
Community Care Clinic treats low-income patients and connects them
to community services. (Left to right): Janet Jarrett, executive director;
Melissa McPherson, clinical coordinator; and Mary Catherine Chapley, NP.
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Through the Dean Ornish Program, small
groups meet twice a week to master
healthy habits such as eating right,
exercising regularly and relieving stress.

HEALTHY EATING

DEAN ORNISH PROGRAM
TRAINS HEART PATIENTS ON
HEALTHY EATING, EXERCISE
AND STRESS MANAGEMENT
TECHNIQUES

the program themselves to fully understand its challenges and

SENTARA PRINCESS ANNE HOSPITAL

As is our goal with so much that we do, we have also reached

benefts, work with heart patients and other concerned people in

in September 2017. Dr. Gunadhar Panigrahi presented the

group meetings twice a week.

benefts of a plant-based diet and Chris Manetz reviewed

..

We also served a plant-based meal meeting the Ornish

showing that lifestyle changes can treat and reverse the

dietary criteria.

()

progression of coronary artery disease and other conditions.

Ornish’s message. Our 2017 community events included:

in Virginia to offer the Ornish Program for Reversing Heart
Disease, a nine-week course on healthy eating, exercising and
C"'°"

SENTARA•

managing stress. Trainers, who frst elected to participate in

the components of the Ornish Lifestyle Medicine Program.

The program is based on more than three decades of research

beyond our hospital patients to community members with Dr.
In 2016, Sentara Princess Anne Hospital became the frst location

• Our ffth Taste of Ornish at the Greenbrier Country Club

• Our fourth Taste of Ornish Lifestyle Medicine event in June
2017 at the Newport News Marriott. This was our frst event
on the Peninsula, and more than 150 guests attended.
Cardiologist Dr. Gunadhar Panigrahi, Director of Cardiology
and Radiology, Chris Manetz, Program Director Sharon

Dean Ornish Program Benefts
Nearly 90% of participants continue the healthy habits
they learned one year later
99% of studied participants stopped or reversed their
heart disease

Henley and Registered Dietitian Katie Abbott discussed the

A 300% improvement in blood fow to the heart was

science behind reversing heart disease, and the question-and-

documented in studied participants

answer period with guests was highly interactive. Guests also
raved about the Ornish-inspired dinner.
• An open house at Sentara Princess Anne Hospital with tours,
healthy food samples and mini experiences in our Ornish
stress management room in August 2017.
Sentara Princess Anne Hospital
Virginia Beach, VA : 160 beds
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• An Ornish lifestyle medicine presentation at our new Sentara
Edinburgh medical offce in August 2017.
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ACTIVE LIFESTYLE

MOBILE ED TREATS EVENT
SPECTATORS AND HALFMARATHON RUNNERS ONSITE FOR URGENT AILMENTS

MOBILE ED TREATS EVENT
SPECTATORS AND HALFMARATHON RUNNERS ONSITE FOR URGENT AILMENTS
SENTARA VIRGINIA BEACH GENERAL HOSPITAL
Spectators and runners fock by the thousands to two popular
events each year in Virginia Beach – one an air show and the
other a half marathon – and push themselves to the limits, often

Sentara Virginia Beach General Hospital
Virginia Beach, VA : 276 beds

in hot, humid weather.
For some that pushing means running too fast too far, and for

Our Mobile Emergency Department On the Go at Half
Marathon and Air Show

others it means soaking up too much sun with too little hydration.
In those cases, and dozens of others, people need medical

Supplied 50 medical professionals with four

attention, right away.

physicians to the half marathon

Our Sentara Virginia Beach General Hospital
mobile emergency department is on-site at both
events annually to answer the calls for help.
Being within feet of each event, our medical and support staff

Supplied 5 medical professionals with one physician
to the air show
Treated approximately 300 half marathon runners
Transported 30 half-marathon runners to the hospital

can decrease the time from an incident to treatment – and that
speed often results in a quicker recovery for patients and a lower

Assisted 60 spectators at the air show

chance of experiencing a lingering medical condition.
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